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0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and let A be a noncyclic abelian group of
 < < < <.automorphisms A F Aut G of coprime order, A , G s 1. Then G is
generated by the centralizers of the nontrivial elements of A:
aG s C a a g A , 1 : .  .G
a  4where A s A _ 1 . This follows immediately from the fact that for every
< <prime p dividing G , there is an A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup P of G, for
 . awhich even a stronger decomposition holds: P s  C a see, forag A P
w x.example, 6, Theorems 6.2.2 and 6.2.4 . Suppose that in this situation, n is
 .the least common multiple of the exponents of the centralizers C a ,G
a g Aa. We show that then the exponent of G is bounded by a number
that depends only on n and on the group A.
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that A is a noncyclic abelian group of automor-
 < < < <.phisms of a finite group G of coprime order, A , G s 1, and let n be the
 .least common multiple of the exponents of the centralizers C a of nontri¨ ialG
elements a g Aa. Then the exponent of G is bounded in terms of n and q,
< <where q is the least prime di¨ isor of A such that the Sylow q-subgroup of A is
noncyclic.
Theorem 1 has an obvious extension to the case where G is a locally
finite group and A is a finite abelian noncyclic group of automorphisms of
 < < < <.  .G such that A , g s 1 for every g g G: if all centralizers C a ,G
a g Aa, are groups of bounded exponent, then G is a group of bounded
exponent, too.
We apply Theorem 1 to the well-known conjecture that a torsion
compact group is a group of bounded exponent in the following special
case.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that a torsion compact group Q has an elementary
abelian subgroup with finite centralizer. Then Q is a group of bounded
exponent.
We discuss also some other applications of Theorem 1 to locally finite
groups having a finite centralizer of an elementary abelian subgroup.
The proof of Theorem 1 involves using powerful p-groups, a ``finite''
version of Lazard's criterion for a pro-p-group to be p-adic analytic, a deep
theorem of Zelmanov on PI Lie algebras with ad-nilpotent commutators in
the generators, and a theorem of Bahturin and Zaicev on PI centralizers of
automorphisms of Lie algebras. Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1,
Zelmanov's theorem on local finiteness of torsion compact groups, and the
theorems of Thompson and Higman on finite groups with fixed-point-free
automorphisms of prime order. Other applications of Theorem 1 to locally
finite groups make use of the results on almost fixed-point-free groups of
automorphisms. The proof of Theorem 1 occupies the larger part of the
paper, Sections 1]3, while Theorem 2 and some other results are deduced
in Section 4.
Initial Reductions in the Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality
we may, obviously, assume that A is a noncyclic group of order q2 for a
 < <.prime q which does not divide G . As noted above, for every prime p
< <dividing G , there is an A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup P of G. Since
  . < a:P s C a a g A , such a prime p must be a divisor of n. If Theorem 1P
is valid in the case where G is a finite p-group, the exponents of all Sylow
subgroups of G are bounded in terms of q and n, which implies that the
exponent of G is bounded. Thus, we may assume G to be a finite p-group
 . 2for a prime p / q . We may also assume G to be generated by q
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elements, since every element g g G is contained in the A-invariant
 a < :subgroup g a g A .
From now on, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 1, A is a
noncyclic group of order q2 for some prime q, and G is a finite q2-gener-
ated p-group.
The following well-known lemma will be used several times.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that B is a group of automorphisms of a finite group H
 < < < <.  .  .of coprime order, B , H s 1. Then C B s C B NrN for anyHr N H
normal B-in¨ariant subgroup N.
We shall say, for short, that a group has exponent e, say, if it has
 .exponent dividing e. We shall say that a quantity is a, b, . . . -bounded if it
is bounded by a function that depends only on the parameters a, b, . . . .
The induced automorphisms and automorphism groups of the invariant
factors are denoted by the same letters. Brackets are used to denote both
 .commutators in groups and commutators products in Lie rings. We use
w x w ww x x xthe simple commutator notation a , a , . . . , a s . . . a , a , a , . . . , a .1 2 s 1 2 3 s
1. THE LAZARD LIE ALGEBRA AND
POWERFUL p-GROUPS
Given a prime p, the Lazard]Zassenhaus p-central series D of a group Gi
can be defined as follows:
tp tw xD s a , . . . , a sp G i , a g G . ;i 1 s k
 pw xIn particular, D s G and D s G G, G , the latter being the Frattini1 2
.subgroup if G is a finite p-group. The D form a filtration in the sensei
w xthat D , D F D for all i, j. These inclusions imply that a Lie ringi j iqj
 .LD G can be defined on the additive group [ D rD , with Lie prod-i iq1i
ucts defined for elements aD g D rD , bD g D rD from theiq1 i iq1 jq1 j jq1
w x w x summands as aD , bD s a, b D on the right is the image ofiq1 jq1 iqjq1
w x .  .the group commutator a, b in D rD . In fact, LD G is a Lieiq j iqjq1
algebra over F , since all of the D rD have exponent p.p i iq1
 .  .The Lazard Lie algebra L G is defined as the subalgebra of LD Gp
generated by the additive subgroup D rD . The homogeneous component1 2
 .  .L G of degree i with respect to the generating set D rD is anp i 1 2
 . w xadditive subgroup a subspace of D rD . A theorem of Lazard 15i iq1
states that a finitely generated pro-p-group P is p-adic analytic if and only
 .if L P is nilpotent. To be p-adic analytic for P is equivalent to having ap
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p w xsubgroup H of finite index which is powerful, that is, H G H, H for
 4 w x .p / 2 or H G H, H for p s 2 .
Powerful finite p-groups are defined in the same way; they have many
nice linear properties, of which we need the following: if a powerful
p-group T is generated by elements of exponent pe, then the exponent of
e  w x.  .T is p , too see 17 . By Eq. 1 , our group G is generated by elements of
exponent n. Hence, if G is a powerful p-group satisfying the hypothesis of
Theorem 1, the exponent of G is n. Thus, it is sufficient to reduce the
proof of Theorem 1 to the case of powerful p-groups.
 .  .We shall prove that L G is nilpotent of q, n -bounded class. This willp
imply the required reduction to powerful p-groups in the proof of Theo-
rem 1 via the following quantitative version of Lazard's theorem for finite
p-groups.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that P is a d-generated finite p-group such that
 .the Lazard Lie algebra L P is nilpotent of class c. Then P has a powerfulp
 .characteristic subgroup of p, c, d -bounded index.
Proof. Let r , . . . , r be all simple commutators of weight F c in the1 r
 .generators of P; here r is a d, c -bounded number. The nilpotency of
 .L P of class c implies that, for any s g N, every element g g P can bep
k1 k r  w x.written in the form g s r ??? r l, where l g D , k g Z see 27 .1 r s i
Since P is a finite p-group, D s 1 for some s g N. Hence, every elements
g g P can be written in the form g s r k1 ??? r k r. Since r p m g P p m, it1 r i
follows that, for every m g N, every element g g P can be written in the
form
g s r k1 ??? r k rû , 0 F k F pm y 1 for all i , û g P p m .1 r i
< p
m
< r mHence, PrP F p for any m g N.
Let V be the intersection of the kernels of all homomorphisms of P
 .  2 .into GL F . Put W s V if p / 2 or W s V if p s 2 . The exponent ofr p
 .  .the Sylow p-subgroup of GL F is a p, r -bounded number. Thenr p
p a  .  .P F W for some p, r -bounded number a, which is also p, c, d -
 .  .bounded, since r is c, d -bounded. There is a p, c, d -bounded number
< p
u p uq 1 < r < p
m
<u G a such that P rP F p , for otherwise the inequality PrP F
pr m would be violated for some m. Then P p
u F P p a F W, and P p u is
< p
u  p u. < < p u p uq 1 < r wr-generated since P rF P F P rP F p . Now, by 4, Proposi-
x p u p u urtion 2.12 , P is a powerful subgroup. The index of P is at most p and
 .hence is p, c, d -bounded.
 .Proving that L G is nilpotent of bounded class relies on one of thep
most general forms of the positive solutions of the Restricted Burnside-type
w xproblems for Lie algebras by Zelmanov 27 . We shall need the following
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lemma to check one of the hypotheses of that theorem. An element y of a
Lie algebra M is said to be ad-nilpotent of index k if
x , y , . . . , y s 0^ ` _
kfor all x g M.
mpw xLEMMA 2 15 . If g s 1 for some g g D , then the element g s gDi iq1
 . mof the Lie algebra LD G is ad-nilpotent of index p .
2. PI CENTRALIZERS OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF
LIE ALGEBRAS
Another hypothesis in Zelmanov's theorem is that the Lie algebra
 .satisfies a polynomial identity in short, is PI . To check that this is the
case for our Lie algebra, we use the following recent result.
w xTHEOREM 3 2 . Suppose that B is a finite soluble group of automorphisms
< <of a Lie algebra M o¨er a field k of characteristic coprime to B . If the
 .fixed-point subalgebra C B is PI, then M is also PI.M
Earlier, a similar result for associative algebras was obtained by
w x w xKharchenko 12 and Montgomery 18 without assuming B soluble; in
w x16 , Linchenko also removed the solubility hypothesis from Theorem 3,
.but we shall need it only with B cyclic. It is important for us that the
identity that holds on the Lie algebra M may be chosen to depend only on B,
 .on the identity of C B , and on the ground field. This follows fromM
Theorem 3 by a standard ``universal'' argument. For example, one can use
the fact that the Lie k-algebras M admitting an action of the given group
 .  .B by automorphisms not necessarily faithful with C B satisfying theM
given polynomial identity w s 0 form a variety D of Lie algebras with
< <operators B. Indeed, since the characteristic of M is coprime to B , we
have
b <C B s m m g M . . M  5
bgB
 .Hence the identity w s 0 on C B can be regarded as an identity withM
operators from B on the whole of M. By Theorem 3, a free countably
generated algebra of D satisfies some polynomial identity that depends
only on w, B, and the field k. Hence all algebras in D satisfy this identity.
We return to the proof of Theorem 1.
 .PROPOSITION 2. The Lie algebra L G satisfies a polynomial identity thatp
depends only on q and n.
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Proof. We pick an arbitrary element a g Aa and regard a as an
 .automorphism of L G . By the Bahturin]Zaicev Theorem 3, Propositionp
 .2 will be proved if we show that C a satisfies a polynomial identityL G.p
that depends only on q and n. This is done in the following proposition,
which will be used also for another purpose later.
 .PROPOSITION 3. The subring C a satisfies the identityL G.p
w xx , x , x , . . . , x s 0. 2 . 0 p 1. p 2. p ny1.
pgS ny1
 .Proof. Since the left-hand side of Eq. 2 is multilinear in the x , andi
 .the centralizer C a is the direct sum of the centralizers of a in theL G.p
 .  .homogeneous components L G , it is sufficient to prove Eq. 2 forp j
homogeneous elements x g C of degrees j , i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.i L G. ip ji  .By Lemma 1, every centralizer C a is spanned by the images of theL G.p j
 .  .elements of C a in the factor D rD . The group C a has exponentG j jq1 G
w xn, which is here a power of p. As shown by Higman 10 for any group of
 .exponent n, for any elements y , y , . . . , y g C a we have0 1 ny1 G
w x py , y , y , . . . , y s m ? n , 3 .  0 p 1. p 2. p ny1. s t
spgS tny1
where on the left the product of group commutators is taken in some order
 .irrelevant for what follows and on the right the m are some commutatorss
of weight n in the y each of which involves every y , i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1,i i
and the n are commutators of weight G n q 1 in the y each of whicht i
involves every y , i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.i
Now let x be the image of y g D in D rD , for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.i i j j j q1i i i
 .Then, by the definition of multiplication in the Lie algebra LD G , the
 .  .sum on the left of Eq. 2 is the image of the left-hand side of Eq. 3 in
D rD , where w s ny1 j . But it can be easily seen that the right-handw wq1 is0 i
 .  .side of Eq. 3 belongs to D , which proves Eq. 2 . Indeed, it followswq1
w x p pfrom the inclusions D , D F D that m g D F D for all s, andu ¨ uq¨ s w wq1
n g D for all t.t wq1
Now Proposition 2 follows by the Bahturin]Zaicev Theorem 3.
3. AD-NILPOTENT COMMUTATORS IN GENERATORS
We shall complete the proof of Theorem 1 by applying the following
deep result.
w xTHEOREM 4 27 . Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er a field k that is generated by
finitely many elements a , . . . , a . Suppose that L is PI and e¨ery commutator1 d
in the a is ad-nilpotent. Then the Lie algebra L is nilpotent.i
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Of course, a standard argument gives us at once the following.
COROLLARY. Suppose that under the hypothesis of Theorem 4, all com-
mutators in the a are ad-nilpotent of bounded index, m, say. Then L isi
nilpotent of class depending only on m, d, on the polynomial identity of L,
which we denote by w s 0, say, and on the ground field.
Proof. We consider a free d-generated Lie k-algebra F on free genera-
tors f , . . . , f . Let T be the ideal of F generated by all values of w on the1 d
elements of F and by all elements of the form
g , c, . . . , c ,^` _
m
where g g F and c is an arbitrary commutator in the f . Then FrTi
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and hence is nilpotent of some class
 .u s u d, m, w . But any other Lie algebra L satisfying the hypothesis of
Theorem 4, with the additional condition that every commutator in the ai
is ad-nilpotent of index m, is the image of FrT under the homomorphism
extending the mapping f ª a , i s 1, 2, . . . , d.i i
 .Since L G is PI by Proposition 2, we could use Zelmanov's Theorem,p
 . 2if we could show that L G is generated by q elements such that allp
commutators in these generators are ad-nilpotent and moreover, nilpo-
 . .  .tent of q, n -bounded index . The ith homogeneous component L G ofp i
 .L G is an A-invariant additive subgroup of D rD . Since the decom-p i iq1
 .  .  .position of type 1 holds for every L G , each of the L G is spannedp i p i
 . aby elements x g C a , a g A . By Lemma 1, every such x is theL G.p
 . a nimage in D rD of some element y g C a , a g A . Since y s 1 byi iq1 G
the hypothesis, by Lazard's Lemma 2 we immediately have the following.
LEMMA 3. For any i g N and for any a g Aa, e¨ery element x g
 .  .C a is an ad-nilpotent element of L G of index n.L G. pp i
 .In particular, L G is generated by ad-nilpotent elements fromp
 . aC a , a g A . But we cannot claim that every Lie commutator inL G.p 1
 . athese generators is again in some of the centralizers C b , b g A ,L G.p i
and hence is ad-nilpotent, too.
 .To overcome this difficulty, we extend the ground field of L G by ap
 . w xprimitive qth root of unity v, forming L s L G m F v . The idea is top p
 .  .replace L G by L and to prove that L is nilpotent of q, n -boundedp
 .class, which will, of course, imply the same nilpotency result for L G .p
 .Before that, we translate the properties of L G into the language of L.p
It is a well-known fact that every polynomial identity has multilinear
 .consequences. Hence L G satisfies some multilinear identity that de-p
pends only on q and n. Then the Lie algebra L satisfies the same
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 w x.  .multilinear identity see, e.g., 1 . It is natural to identify L G with thep
 .  .F -subalgebra L G m 1 of L. We note that if an element x g L G isp p p
ad-nilpotent of index m, say, then the ``same'' element x s x m 1 is
ad-nilpotent in L of the same index m.
 . w x  :  .   . :Put L s L G m F v ; then L s L , since L G s L G ,1 p 1 p 1 p p 1
 .and L is the direct sum of the homogeneous components L s L G mi p i
w x 2  .F v . Since G is generated by q elements, the F -space L G s D rDp p p 1 1 2
 . 2 w xs GrF G is spanned by q elements, and hence so is the F v -spacep
L .1
 .  . w xThe group A acts naturally on L, and C a s C a m F v forL L G. pp
any a g A. Since A is abelian, and the ground field is now a splitting field
for A, every L decomposes in the direct sum of common eigenspaces fori
A. In particular, L is spanned by common eigenvectors for A, and it1
requires at most q2 of them to span L , since L has dimension at most1 1
q2. Hence L is generated by q2 common eigenvectors for A from L .1
 .Every common eigenspace is contained in the centralizer C a forLi
some a g Aa, since A is noncyclic. The main advantage of extending the
ground field now becomes clear: any commutator in common eigenvectors
is again a common eigenvector. Hence our preparation for the application
of Zelmanov's Theorem will be completed by the following lemma.
a  .LEMMA 4. For any i g N and any a g A , e¨ery element y g C a isLi
 .ad-nilpotent of q, n -bounded index.
Proof. We have
y s x q v x q v 2 x q ??? qv qy2 x0 1 2 qy2
 . ifor some x g C a , so that each of the summands v x, is ad-nilpo-s L G.p i
tent of index n by Lemma 3. A sum of ad-nilpotent elements need not be
ad-nilpotent in general. But in our case, all summands belong to a
nilpotent subalgebra, so that the following elementary lemma will finish
the proof.
LEMMA 5. Suppose that M is a Lie algebra, H is a subalgebra of M
generated by s elements h , . . . , h such that all commutators in the h are1 s i
 .ad-nilpotent of index t. If H is nilpotent of class u, then for some s, t, u -
bounded number ¨ , we ha¨e
M , H , . . . , H s 0.^ ` _
¨
  . .Proof. We apply to a sufficiently long but of s, t, u -bounded length
commutator
m , h , h , . . .i i1 2
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a collecting process whose aim is to rearrange the h and emerging by thei
.Jacobi identity commutators in the h in an ordered string after m, wherei
 .all occurrences of a given element h or a commutator in the h wouldi i
form an unbroken segment. Since H is nilpotent, this process terminates
at a linear combination of commutators with sufficiently long segments of
equal elements. All these commutators are equal to 0 because all commu-
tators in the h are ad-nilpotent by the hypothesis.i
 qy2 :To finish the proof of Lemma 4, we set H s x , v x , . . . , v x .0 1 qy2
 . j  .Note that H : C a , since v x g C a for all j. A commutator ofL j L
j t  .weight k in the v x has the form v x, where x g C a . By Lemmaj L G.p k i
3, such an x is ad-nilpotent of index n and hence so is v t x. Since the
 .  .identity 2 , which holds on C a by Proposition 3, is multilinear, theL G.p
 .  . w xsame identity holds on C a s C a m F v , and hence on H. ByL L G. pp
 .Corollary of Zelmanov's Theorem 4, H is nilpotent of q, n -bounded
 .class. Now Lemma 5 implies that y g H is ad-nilpotent of q, n -bounded
index.
As a result, we have established the following.
PROPOSITION 4. The Lie algebra L is generated by q2 elements all commu-
 .tators in which are ad-nilpotent of q, n -bounded index.
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 2, the Lie algebra
 .L G satisfies a polynomial identity that depends only on q and n. Hencep
 . w xthe Lie algebra L s L G m F v satisfies some multilinear polynomialp p
identity that depends only on q and n. By Proposition 4, L is generated by
2  .q elements all commutators in which are ad-nilpotent of q, n -bounded
 .index. Hence L is nilpotent of q, n -bounded class by Corollary of
 .Zelmanov's Theorem 4. Then, of course, L G is nilpotent of the samep
 .class, which implies that G has a powerful subgroup of q, n -bounded
index by Proposition 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1, as shown
in Section 1.
4. APPLICATIONS
Proof of Theorem 2. Let Q be a torsion compact group. It is well known
w xthat Q is a profinite group. By Zelmanov 26 , Q is a locally finite group
Zelmanov's theorem is on torsion pro-p-groups, while a reduction to
w x.pro-p-groups is due to Wilson 25 .
 .Let A be an elementary abelian q-subgroup of Q for some prime q
 .with finite centralizer in particular, A is, obviously, finite . Since Q is a
 .profinite group, there is a normal open subgroup H of finite index in Q
 . < <such that H l C A s 1. Then, for every h g H, we have q ¦ h , that is,Q
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 < < < <.  a < :A , h s 1. Indeed, K s h a g A is a finite A-invariant subgroup of
< < <H, since Q is locally finite. If q h , then the center of the Sylow
q-subgroup of the semidirect product KA that contains A intersects K
 .nontrivially, and hence, C A / 1, a contradiction.K
It is sufficient to show that H is a group of bounded exponent. Note
that H is also compact, being closed in Q.
< < < <We use induction on A . If A s q, then H admits a fixed-point-free
w xautomorphism of prime order. By a theorem of Thompson 24 , then H is
w xlocally nilpotent, and by a theorem of Higman 9 , then H is nilpotent.
Being a torsion compact group, H is then a group of bounded exponent.
It is a well-known fact that H has an open subset consisting of elements
of given order. Such an open subset contains a coset of a subgroup of finite
index. Hence this subgroup is contained in a subgroup generated by
.elements of given order. The latter has bounded exponent, being nilpotent.
< < a  :If A ) q, then A is noncyclic. For every a g A , write A s a = A .a
 .  .The centralizer C a contains A , and the centralizer of A in C a isQ a a Q
 .exactly C A and hence is finite. As a closed subgroup of Q, theQ
 .centralizer C a is also a compact torsion group. By the inductionQ
 .  .hypothesis applied to C a and A , we obtain that C a is a group ofQ a Q
 .bounded exponent. Hence the centralizers C a are groups of boundedH
exponent for all a g Aa.
 .Let n be the least common multiple of the exponents of the C a ,H
a g Aa. For every h g H, we consider the A-invariant finite subgroup
 a < :  . aB s h a g A . Then C a has exponent dividing n for every a g A .B
By Theorem 1, we conclude that B has exponent bounded in terms of q
 .and n. Thus, the exponents of all elements in H are q, n -bounded, that
is, H is a group of bounded exponent. Hence Q is a group of bounded
exponent, too.
A locally finite group all of whose nilpotent subgroups have finite
exponents need not be of finite exponent. For example, the groups
w xconstructed by Heineken and Mohamed in 8 are nonnilpotent p-groups
of unbounded exponent in which all proper subgroups are nilpotent of
finite exponent. The theorem below provides a sufficient condition for
such a group to be of finite exponent. The result is deduced from Theorem
1 similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, with the results on fixed-point-free
automorphisms replaced by the generalizations on almost fixed-point-free
ones.
 .THEOREM 5. a Suppose that G is a locally finite group such that e¨ery
nilpotent subgroup of G has finite exponent. Suppose that G admits a finite
 < < < <.elementary abelian group of automorphisms A such that A , g s 1 for
e¨ery g g G. If the fixed-point subgroup of A in G is finite, then G is a group
of bounded exponent.
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 .b Suppose that G is a periodic almost locally soluble group such that e¨ery
nilpotent subgroup of G has finite exponent. Suppose that G has an elementary
abelian subgroup B with finite centralizer. Then G is a group of bounded
exponent.
 . < <Proof. a Induction on the order of A. If A s q is a prime, then G
admits an almost fixed-point-free automorphism of prime order and hence
has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index. This follows from the classifica-
w xtion of the finite simple groups and from the works of Fong 5 , Hartley
w x w xand Meixner 7 , and Khukhro 14 . By the hypothesis, G is then a group of
bounded exponent.
a  .Let now A be noncyclic. For every a g A , the centralizer C a admitsG
 :A s Ar a as a group of automorphisms with finitely many fixed points.a
 .The induction hypothesis can be applied to C a and A , which yieldsG a
 .that C a is a group of bounded exponent.G
 .Let n be the least common multiple of the exponents of the C a ,G
a g Aa. For every g g G, we consider the A-invariant finite subgroup
 a < :  . aU s g a g A . Then C a has exponent dividing n for every a g A .U
By Theorem 1, we conclude that U has exponent bounded in terms of q
 .and n. Hence the exponents of all elements in G are q, n -bounded, and
hence G is a group of bounded exponent.
 . w xb Obviously B is finite. By a result of Blackburn 3, Theorem 4.1 , any
q-subgroup of G that contains B is a Chernikov q-group and hence is
 .finite by the hypothesis. Then O G , the largest normal q9-subgroup ofq9
 w x.G, has finite index in G see, for example, 11, Theorem 3.17 . Then B
 .induces by conjugation an automorphism group of O G which satisfiesq9
 .the hypothesis of part a .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A similar combination of the Bahturin]Zaicev Theorem 3 and Zel-
manov's Theorem 4 as in the proof of Theorem 1 is applied by Shalev in
w x  w x20 where earlier results of Rocco and Shumyatsky 19 and Shumyatsky
w x . w x21, 22 are generalized . In 23 , Shumyatsky uses Theorem 4 and
w xLinchenko's 16 extension of Theorem 3 to arbitrary, not necessarily
w xsoluble, group of automorphisms to generalize Shalev's results from 20 .
w xWe mention that in Khukhro 13 it is proved that a compact torsion
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